1 Day of Nutrition & Training
by the Maxx Life Trainers

All the trainers at Maxx Life Gym, have their own unique style and ways, when it comes to nutrition and training.
We’re all living our own health and fitness journey, therefore, our own nutrition and training will of course have
differences. We all read of the same page, with regards to health being the main focus and priority, when teaching
our clients about nutrition and training. We all recommend against silly FAD diets, unhealthy nutritional practices,
over-training, and many other silly gimmicks that the fitness industry is plagued with, to get your money off you. All
of us follow and teach healthy balanced nutrition and training.
However, each of us are at different stages in our lives, with different goals. Therefore, we all all approach our
nutrition and training in slightly different ways.
Collectively, we’ve created this Ebook, to give you an idea how we try and lead a healthy lifestyle that is right for us.
Each trainer has provided advice based around 1 day of healthy nutrition and training, that they live by and
recommend.
We hope you find this Ebook interesting, and take away some advice, that leads you to living a healthier lifestyle.
We are very passionate in our work. Not only is healthy nutrition and training a very valuable and central part of our
lives, but also teaching and helping people discover the importance of a complete healthy lifestyle and improving
their lives, is a great part of our passion. Personal training is one of the most rewarding jobs there is, and we are all
grateful to live our passion daily. If you ever have any questions about any aspect of nutrition, training or healthy
living, feel free to contact any of our trainers, and they will be more than willing to help you and answer any queries.
You’ll find everyone’s contact details at the end of this document.
We sincerely hope that you enjoy this Ebook, and that it helps you in some way.
The Maxx Life Trainers

Maxx Trainer: Stevy Connolly
What's up guys, my names Stevy I've been a qualified PT for 6 years & working at
Maxx Life for 3 1/2 years. I've always had a passion for fitness from a young age
being into every kind of sport & playing football all my life. I enjoy training clients
and watching them get both mentally & physically strong it gives me a great sense of
achievement.
General Nutritional Guidance: People tend to over complicate nutrition and think
that there's some sort of magic formula. Just keep the basics right, be consistent, 3
meals a day, protein based with a balance of carbohydrates & fats that work for you.
Perform well with you training, stay hydrated, sleep well & you’re on the right path.
My 1 Day Meal Plan
Breakfast: Because I have an early start 5 days a week I need my breakfast to be quick and handy and have enough
nutrients and energy in it to last me to lunch.
Over Night Oats
100g of oats, 1/2cup of cold water, 1 scoop of weigh protein, 1
table spoon of peanut butter, chia seeds & fresh fruit, leave in
the fridge over night to cook ready to go 1st thing when you
wake up. 2 pancakes with choc spread to give me the energy
and drive first thing in the morning to help keep my clients
motivated. Freshly squeezed orange juice and multi vitamin to
help in prove overall performance memory & mood.

Protein Pancakes & Scrambled Eggs
50g of oats, 10ml semi-skimmed milk, 1 scoop of weigh protein,
1 banana, 1/2 cups of egg whites, 2 table spoons of flaxseeds.
Scrambled egg omelette 2 eggs, diced tomato chopped onion a
pinch of salt and pepper & all made in less than 10minutes for
people that need something quick and nutritious for lunch.

Stuffed Chicken Primevera
2x chicken breasts, pinch of salt & pepper, glaze chicken in soy
sauce, pre heat chicken for 5-10 minutes then slice and stuff
chicken with parmesan cheese, 3x colours peppers tomato &
onion, baby boils half diced and glazed in Worchester sauce &
sprinkled with parsley + slow roasted Mediterranean
vegetables.

My #1 Nutrition Tip: Food prep is key, knowing what you’re going to eat each day in advance takes the stress and
frustration out of knowing what your food consumption will be on that day. Therefore tracking your calories
becomes much easier.
General Workout Guidance: Again like nutrition people try and over complicate their workouts because they think
they should be doing what all these social media influencers are doing and again this is not the case. Strip it back,
stick to the main compound exercises. In the long run, this will allow you to lift heavier because your activating more
than 1 muscle group, they burn more calories, they can raise the heart rate as food as a cardio workout they also
improve mobility and coordination. The 4 main compound lifts I use are Barbell Squats, Incline Barbell Bench Press,
Olympic Bar Deadlifts and Barbell Clean and Press.
My 1 Day Workout
Mid-day 45min-1hr workout 3min stretching + a bit of foam rolling to warm the muscles up.
10min fartlek training on the treadmill, combining high and low intensity training it helps me with my speed, stamina
and endurance and activates recovery while running at a slower pace without stopping.
My Treadmill Fartlek Training: Minute 1 9kph, minute 2 10kph, minute 3 9kph, minute 4 11kph, minute 5 9kph,
minute 6 12kph, minute 7 9kph, minute 8 14koh, minute 9 9kph, minute 10 15kph.
Weights: I myself do pyramid training quite regular it's a good way to keep the body guessing as not to plateau with
your sessions and by pairing the muscles it will improve recovery, strength and blood flow.
Exercise

Sets and Reps

Weight

1

Squats

3 x 15 – 12 - 10

60kg – 80kg – 100kg

2

Incline bench Press

3 x 10 – 8 - 6

60kg – 70kg – 80kg

3

Straight Bar Deadlift

3 x 15 – 12 - 10

80kg – 100kg – 120kg

4

Clean & Press

3 x 15 – 12 – 10

40kg – 50kg – 60kg

My #1 Workout Tip: If your serious about getting in some sort of shape, draw up a TO-DO LIST put workout at the
top of that list, believe me nothing feels better than ticking of every task on that list and by getting a tough workout
under your belt every other thing you've written down will not seem so hard

Maxx Trainer: Maddie Clancy
Hello! My name is Maddie, and I have recently entered the Personal Training
Industry. I am passionate about being able to genuinely help people, particularly
young women, to reach their fitness goals and develop a sustainable lifestyle. It is
my goal to help young women who are battling eating disorders, to teach them how
to eat healthy, maintain a healthy exercise regime and most importantly find solace
in exercise as a means to manage the mental and emotional effects of an eating
disorder.
My 1 Day Meal Plan
Breakfast: For me, a substantial and nutrient packed breakfast is the King Meal of
the day. I wake up ready for my breakfast and it provides me the kick-start to take
on the day ahead. I enjoy routine, so my breakfast pattern doesn’t really deviate from

Oats & Smoothie
I take 100g of Flahavan’s Organic Porridge Oats and
approximately 200ml of Alpro Almond Milk (Unsweetened). I
heat in a small saucepan for approximately 6-8 minutes and
serve in a bowl. I usually add Linwood’s Flaxseed, Tesco Chai
Seeds and organic honey (I get mine from a local bee farm in
Loughall). On top of my oats I add 4 strawberries, 6 raspberries
and 10 blueberries. On the side, I have a fruit smoothie
approximately 500ml. I have a bag of frozen Mango,
Passionfruit, Pineapple & Papaya Fruit from Tesco and I blend
this up with 150ml of orange & mango juice. If you want a
thicker smoothie, add in two spoonful’s (or more as desired) of
natural yoghurt.
Lunch: Most days, I am not home for lunch, so to maintain a healthy choice of lunch, I pre-pack my lunch the night
before and store in a Tupperware box (microwavable safe). As for the majority of people, I don’t have a lot of time
dedicated to lunch, so my meals are usually pretty easy to make & quick to eat, whilst satisfying my desire for a
nutritious option.
Chicken & Sweet Potato
For me this dish keeps me full, from lunch time to dinner time,
and helps with curb my sweet tooth on the way home from
work.
I mix in one Tupperware dish:










150g Sweet Potato (boiled in a saucepan)
One full chicken breast (cut into easy chewable pieces)
One full raw carrot & parsnip grated
Spinach
Half Red Pepper (Roasted)
Peas
5-10g Sesame Seeds
10g Spicy Sunflower Seeds
You can add a condiment of your choice sparingly;
however, I prefer to just add a dash of pepper and salt
instead. I am a very plain eater!

Dinner: I love cooking in the evenings as a means to relax (strange, I know!) and cooking my meal from scratch
enables me to know exactly what goes into it, especially salt and preservatives. Coming from a traditional Irish
family, where spuds were the go-to for every meal, I don’t think I could go a day without mash potatoes. I usually
enjoy either haddock or cod, which I buy from the Tesco Fishmonger, (if I am able to source locally caught fish, I will
always go for that, but this is not always practical with my working day). I season the fish with fresh thyme &
rosemary and wrap in tin foil and heat in oven for approximately 20-30 minutes. I usually have freshly prepared
mash (I have tried Mash Direct, but nothing beats making your own, I like my mash a certain texture), steamed
broccoli, asparagus and peas as my choice of vegetables. As I am a plain eater, I wouldn’t really eat my dinner with a
sauce, but I enjoy a homemade mint & dill dressing for the fish.

My #1 Nutrition Tip: As our lives become increasingly busier, and convenience shops with unhealthy food become
more prominent on our commutes, stopping at the shop for some snacks on the way home from work is too easy. I
find the easiest way to break the habit of calling into a shop for a bar of chocolate on the way home from work is to

be prepared. Pack a banana or an apple in the car so that if you feel like snacking on the way home, a piece of fruit
which is already in your car is the most convenient option than stopping off and buying unhealthy snacks.

General Workout Guidance: Let go of perfectionism. During your training sessions, we can only give our best and
we can only work with the one body we have. No-one is perfect, and that is the beauty of it. It is all too common to
hear ‘’If I have the fancy car, the good job, the big house, I will be happy’’. I also hear ‘’If I only lose 4 more pounds, I
will be perfect or if I was able to squat 100KG I would be happy’’. In reality, as soon as you achieve these goals, the
goal post will change and instead of celebrating the achievement of a goal, you will set another goal to achieve
‘’perfection’’, which is unattainable in every respect. We are all perfectly imperfect. Fitness and a healthy lifestyle
aren’t a destination, it’s a meandering journey with up’s and downs and some life lessons thrown in for good
measure. Let go of the need to be perfect and just make today meaningful.

My 1 Day Workout
I recommend the following workout for anyone who is looking to start / maintain a healthy lifestyle, or someone
who is looking to become stronger. This is particularly aimed at young women who may need to increase their body
weight through strength & CV training. My preferred weight / strength session is an all over body workout, targeting
the larger muscle groups: legs, chest, back & shoulders. My own weekly workouts include two strength training
sessions with another PT, two Military Style CV workouts & a hike on a Sunday. I have two rest days on Monday’s or
Thursday’s. My preferred CV training is a twist of a HIIT training session with a military style element added (this can
be performed both in a gym environment or you could do this from home / outdoors).
1.
Set
1
2
3
4
5

Weight Training Workout
Exercise 1
Squats (Squat Rack)
Bent Over Row
Bicep Curls
Military Shoulder Press
DB Triceps Extension

2. CV Training Workout
Exercise 1
Hand Release Push Ups
In and Out Squats
Spartan Burpees
High Knees
Sit Ups
Mountain Climbers
Plank Jacks
Bear Crawls
Leg Raises
Pulsing Squats

Reps 1
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

Reps
3 x 10-12
3 x 10-12
3 x 10-12
3 x 10-12
3 x 10-12

Reps 2
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20

Exercise 2
Leg Press
Single Arm KB Swings
DB Flyes
Hanging Knee Raises
Decline Push Ups

Reps
3 x 10-12
3 x 8 each arm
3 x 10-12
3 x 12-15
3 x 12-15

Reps 3
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

After you complete these 10 exercises finish off on with one minute of skipping / hill sprints and repeat as detailed
above.
My #1 Workout Tip: This is something I try to consciously do in every exercise I perform in my workouts, following
from a previous back injury having my core strengthened is so important for me. Your core is much more than an
Instagram six-pack of muscles. Your core is a system of muscles that wraps around your entire torso, which stabilises
your body, protecting your spine from injury and keeping you upright. Engage your core before every exercise to
keep your back healthy, steady your balance and not only when you’re working out but in your day to day activities
too!

Maxx Trainer: Darren Rogan
Hey Guys, My name is Darren and I’ve been a personal trainer at Maxx Life for
almost 3 years now. I wasn’t always into health and fitness but I developed a passion
for it around 4 years ago when I started training at Maxx Life Gym. For me it literally
changed my life both physically and mentally, and now I am committed to doing the
same for other people in my position.
General Nutritional Guidance: ‘KEEP IT SIMPLE’ Just focus on the basics, getting
enough quality nutrients in your meals, drinking plenty of water and getting enough
rest for your body to perform at its peak.
My 1 Day Meal Plan
Breakfast - Overnight oats:

Lunch

150g Oats
Banana
Handful of Almonds
Chia Seeds
Apple on the side

2 Salmon Fillets
Sweet Potato Fries
Head of Broccoli

Dinner
1 Carrot
1 Onion
350g baby Potatoes
450g Chicken Breast
500ml Chicken Stock
Head of Broccoli

My #1 Nutrition Tip: Try you best to avoid processed
foods. These can be less nutritious and have little or no
benefit to you when you are trying to improve your
health.

General Workout Guidance: Stick to compound movements, these exercises are the best for you in regards to
building muscle as they activate more muscles within the body and are more beneficial with calorie burning. I also
like to include HIIT (High Intensity Interval Training) in my workouts, the keep the heart rate up and also help build
your cardio vascular system.
My 1 Day Workout
Exercise

Sets and Reps

HIIT

1

Straight Bar Deadlift

3 x 8-10

15 Squat Jumps

2

Barbell Shoulder Press

3 x 8-10

20 Sec Mountain Climbers

3

Isolated Lat Pulldown

3 x 8-10

10 Burpees

4

Barbell Bench Press

3 x 8-10

10 Diamond Push Ups

5

Bench V-Ups

3 x 15

30 sec Bicycle Crunches

My #1 Workout Tip: COME IN, SMASH YOUR WORKOUT, LEAVE. Come in with that attitude and I guarantee that
you will leave happier and with a sense of accomplishment and pride.

Maxx Trainer: Shane McKenna
Hey, I’m Shane, and I’ve been a trainer for 6 years. Growing up, I was always very
active, but I tended to lean towards individual sports. So the first time I picked up a
dumbbell at around 14 years old, I took to it like a duck to water. For me, it was the
discipline of training myself, and no-one being able to distract me from my goal
apart from me. At 24, I decided to educate myself and acquire my personal training
certificate. Since then, it’s been my life to help and educate others about the
benefits of training, exercise and a healthy diet.
General Nutritional Guidance:
My 1 Day Meal Plan
For me, nutrition is key to my busy lifestyle. I’ve also tried to figure out the most
time efficient ways of consuming the fuel I need. Early mornings and late nights call
for quick nutritious and straight to the point meals. I eat a lot and usually consume
food every 3-4 hours.
Breakfast 5:30am : Oats, skimmed milk, chopped grapes,
banana, blueberries, flaked almonds. Glass of water and a cup
of coffee.
Mid-morning 9-10am: 2 boiled eggs, granola, natural yogurt,
chopped apples and chopped strawberries
Lunch 1-2pm: Stir fried chilli beef or chicken with peppers,
onions and any kind of bagged stir fried vegetables. Stir fy in
pan with some coconut oil and add some ready-made chilli
powder and chopped chillies. Then I’d add some Peri Peri
flavour for extra flavour. And either noodles or rice on the side.
Evening shake 5-6pm: I usually have the shake when I’m
working. 200ml of skimmed milk, half a banana, squirt of
honey, teaspoon of natural peanut butter, 2 x table spoon of
oats and a scoop of protein powder.
Dinner 9-9:30pm: Roasted steak with chopped tomatoes and
onions. Drizzle balsamic vinegar over and roast in tin foil.
Sweet potato, broccoli and cauliflower mashed together and
moulded into patties, cooked on pan with a drizzle of olive oil.

My # 1 Nutrition Tip: Don’t overwhelm yourself with too much. Yes, there
could always be a different choice or you’ll hear conflicting comments
about everything. Stick to clean ingredients and don’t underestimate the
power of your veggies and fruits. Keep it simple and make it possible to
stick to.

General Workout Guidance:
My 1 Day Workout
I’ve tried every method of training there is since I first started around 17 years ago now. The workout plan here is
something I would lean towards when getting fitter and leaner. Opting more for intensity and volume rather than
strength and weight. If fat loss is your goal, give this a go.

Full Body Super Sets:
Exercise 1

Exercise 2

Sets and Reps

1

Barbell Deadlift

Barbell Should Press

3 x 12

3 x 20

2

Walking Lunges

Push ups

3 x 12

2 x 15

3

Pull up/Pull Down

Tricep dips

3 x 12

3 x 15

4

Chest Fly (Cable)

Back Extension

3 x 12

3 x 15

5

Prone Fly

Hanging or Decline Leg Raise

3 x 12

3 x 15

As always, I begin each workout with 10 minutes of cardio. Usually steady state and opt for more intense work on a
day of lifting weights. Note; never forget to stretch after a workout.
My Workout Tips: (Learn) Be willing to learn from everyone; your PT, more seasoned trainers and even the less
experienced. Soak up as much knowledge as you can.
(Form) Choose form over weight. Practice proper techniques from the beginning, the weights will come. Avoid
injury and focus on the longevity of your training life.
(Patience) Rome wasn’t built in a day, and neither will your physique. Be patient and enjoy the process.

Maxx Trainers pictured below being awarded Highly Commendable Finalist for Excellence in Customer Services at
the Armagh, Banbridge & Craigavon Business Awards, 12th June 2019.

Maxx Trainer: Frances Molloy
Hi, I'm Frances. I am a PT and yoga instructor and have worked at Maxx Life for 3
years. I have a passion for lifting weights and cooking. I have 4 children and 1
grandchild resulting in a very full and rewarding life. I love for women to be
confident, happy in their own skin and encouraged with their progress which does
not include the scales.
General Nutritional Guidance: I love to cook from scratch and rarely use jars. My
typical daily meal plan is as follows;
My 1 Day Meal Plan
Breakfast: Porridge with chia seeds and berries, 1boiled egg and a cup of tea
Lunch: Bown sourdough smashed avocado, eggs and Turkey rashers.
Dinner: Chilli or curry with rice and salsa. I often add a mixed salad to my meals and enjoy experimenting with
ingredients

General Workout Guidance: As a Personal Trainer, I love how weight training defines and sculpt the body. Like
anything in life keep turning up and no matter how weak and unfit you may feel to begin with your strength will
soon improve. I love the challenge weight training gives all my clients both physically and mentally. Ensure you eat
an hour before your workout to enable you to work at your maximum output. Remember not every workout is going
to be perfect but just keep pushing and you will be amazed at what your body can achieve. Don’t worry about
becoming manly, a worry many women have when they first start weight training, our bodies don’t have enough
testosterone. Weight training just gives you long, lean defined muscles. Combine this with a few yoga classes and a
few walks every week. You truly will be amazed
My 1 Day Workout
My #1 Yoga Tip: The ultimate yoga tip is patience. Over the course of our lives the body starts to seize up making us
stiff and inflexible. This often leads to ill health as circulation slows down. It takes time to undo all that. However the
magic of yoga is that after being consistent the flexibility improves and week on week you can do stretches and
postures that you never imagined. Your posture, skin, hair improves and with it comes better circulation and
improved health. Yoga is the only exercise that will work your internal organs. So keep showing up and you will love
how yoga makes you feel both mentally and physically

Maxx Trainer: Ciarrai Pattison
Hey, I’m Ciarrai, I’ve been a trainer for almost a year now, and loving every minute
of it. I have learned a lot about people over the past while. One thing most have in
common is they aren’t eating enough. Mostly out of fear. This is the one topic that
comes up everyday with clients, and was the hardest part for me to get my head
around too, when I started my fitness journey. This is why I can’t stress enough to
clients about eating enough healthy nutritious food on a daily basis, and they will
see a big difference in their health, mood and energy levels.
My 1 Day Meal Plan
Breakfast:
70g Porridge with 200ml milk.
Table spoon of chia seeds
Strawberries, blueberries and grapes
1 poached or boiled egg
Lunch: Omelette
3 Eggs
1 Chicken fillet chopped
Red onion
Tomatoes
Mixed peppers
Side salad

Dinner:
200g Fillet steak
Sweet potatoes chopped
and roasted
Broccoli
Mushrooms
Peppers
Tomatoes

My 1 Day Workout
I have the advantage of having a training partner. It helps keep me motivated. Even on days when I don’t feel like
training, I do, because I don’t like letting her down. When I get started, I love it. Sometimes you just have to block
out the negatives, and go get it done.
All exercises done with 20 second cardio in between sets.
Squats (Squat Rack)
Barbell Bench Press
Lat Pulldown
Dumbbell Overhead Press
5 minutes of core exercises at the end
My #1 Workout Tip: Decide after you have done the workout, whether you should have went or not ;)

Maxx Trainer: Christina McElmeel
Hey, I’m Christina. Growing up, I was certainly never the sporty type and my lack of
interest in sport and exercise continued well into my 20’s. It was really only after my first
daughter was born, that I really began to understand the importance of exercise and
healthy eating, and eventually I found a new passion for weight lifting. This led me to
qualify as a personal trainer in 2017. With the majority of my clients being new mums, I
developed a real interest in Post-Natal fitness and exercising. New mums have very
specific needs that just aren’t covered in general fitness classes. And I love nothing more
than to help new mums regain their confidence in themselves and in fitness, with my
specialised classes, designed to gradually guide them back into exercise.
General Nutritional Guidance:
When I first started working out I was all about the protein shakes, weighing my food, counting my calories and yes I
did get results from it. But I soon realised that way of living was just not sustainable long term for me. Life is too
short not to have an ice cream with you kids, or a few gin’s on a night out with friends, and when my daughter asked
about the calories in her banana, I knew it was time to call that a day! I am home for lunch and dinner most days
and love nothing more than to cook everything from scratch. I am all about eating whole foods, such as oats, lean
meats and lots of fruit and vegetables. I heard a phrase once that 80% of your diet should only have one ingredient
and that’s something I like to stick to as much as possible.
My One day Food diary
Breakfast
Weekday mornings are absolutely hectic in our house, trying to get 3 kids and myself out
the door. Cereal is the kids ‘go to’ breakfast every morning. I try to not to buy the sugary
cereal variety’s, so it’s usually Weetabix for them or porridge on the mornings when we
have a bit more time. For myself it’s usually always oats, with fruit and raisins, either
made as porridge or overnight oats and a big cup of green tea and lemon (this is the first
of about 6 cups I drink daily) Green tea and lemon has several health benefits, but I drink
it now simply because I love the taste.
Lunch
My lunch and Dinner are usually pretty inter-changeable. I like to have quite a large
lunch to fill me up, as its keeps me from snacking as the afternoon goes on. Usually
it would be some sort of chicken dish. This could be a curry, a Maggie chicken Sheet
or a “chicken pizza thing” as I call it, all served with half packet of Mash Direct
potatoes and half a packet of carrot and parsnip mash . I love the Mash Direct range,
it has very little additives and saves a lot of potato peeling time for me.

Dinner
I love nothing more than a ‘fake away’ and have gathered
up quite a collection of recipes over the years. My
favourite would have to be Honey Chilli Chicken with
Garlic Chilli Chips

Garlic Chilli Chips





Cut up a few large potato’s
into even Chip like Slices
Add some Oil to a Baking tray
along with some Easy Garlic,
Chilli Flakes and Salt and
Pepper, warm before adding
your potatoes and covering
evenly in the oil.
Cook at a high heat for
approx. 40 mins, turning
occasionally

Honey Chilli Chicken






Heat some oil in a sauce pan and add a Chopped Onion,
lazy Garlic, Ginger and some Chilli Flakes.
Add your sliced Chicken breast along with some Sweet
Chilli Sauce, a little soy sauce and Honey.
Add a little water or Chicken stock depending on how
much sauce you want.
Add your veg, such as peppers, Mushrooms, Sugar snap
peas, mini corn and spinach.
Sprinkle with sesame seeds to serve (packed with Health
boosting minerals).

My #1 Nutrition Tip
Mums are constantly on the go, it’s no wonder I hear so much about how tired and exhausted they be feeling,
particularly when you aren’t getting very much sleep either. It’s all too easy to neglect yourself while caring for
everyone else. It is so important to fuel your body with proper food and not just coffee and quick snacks to keep you
going. Find something that works for you and that involves you getting fed as well as your children.






Batch cook some meals that will do you a few days, chilli con carnie, bolognese and curries are all great
options.
Double up your dinner portion so you have some left over for the next day’s lunch.
Mash Direct potatoes are a life saver for me, 4 mins in microwave and serve with any of the above.
While I’m not a big fan of ready meal plans, if you are really short on time there does seem to be some
healthy options of these about. Check your food labels though!
If you need a snack on the go, pick some for nuts and fruit, much more energy than a chocie bar.

General Workout Guidance
When it’s come to working out, honestly I really struggle these days with the motivation and feel I really need that
extra push. That’s why I pay someone to train me. If I didn’t have two regular sessions booked in with Stevy each
week, I know I’d never just go and train myself, and I’d definitely never push myself as hard on my own.



Find a form of exercise that you enjoy. Go running, try a spin class, a bootcamp or even A PT session. You
are bound to find something to hate a little less than most 
Find a good balance. For a long time I only trained weights and therefore my cardio has really suffered.
Strength, Cardio Fitness, Core strength and flexibility are all equally important. Don’t just pick one.

New Mum’s Workout guidance
Please don’t be in a hurry to return to exercise after having a baby. I actively encourage mums to hold off starting my
MaxxiMums class until their baby is about 4/5 Months. In my opinion, returning to exercise after 6 weeks is such an
unrealistic guideline. Your body has went through so much, your hormones are all
over the place plus you now have a baby to look after. The first few months of
motherhood should be all about;





Recovering from birth
Establishing a feeding pattern
Rest whenever possible
Then Start with one or two ten minutes walks at a gentle pace and
gradually build this us to one or two 30 minute walks by about week 5/6.

Maxx Trainer: Anto Maxx
Hey, I’m Anto, and I’ve been a trainer for 5 years. I’m very passionate about health
and fitness, and understand the many struggles that people, particularly hard
working women and mums go through, to get and stay healthy. It’s my goal to
teach people about the power of consuming lots of healthy food, exercising
regularly, and living life with balance and in moderation.
General Nutritional Guidance: I believe almost everyone is under-eating, so I’m
always recommending that people increase their calories by eating lots more
healthy food, which will provide lots more nutrients while helping reduce craving for
unhealthy food. For me, balance and sustainability is everything.
My 1 Day Meal Plan
Breakfast: For me, breakfast is probably the most important factor, in a healthy lifestyle. If you can begin everyday,
supercharged with a healthy nutritious and energetic breakfast, then you’re in control of the day. 6 out of 7 days per
week, my breakfast is;
Oats & Eggs
I take 100g of Lidl Deluxe Organic Oats, 20g-30g of raisins, and
good sprinkle of cinnamon and about 250ml of Alpro almond
milk. I heat all this in the saucepan. When cooked, I put in a
bowl, add a tablespoon of chia seeds, chop in a banana and add
blueberries and raspberries. I also take 2 boiled eggs on the
side and a large mug of green tea and fresh lemon slices
squeezed.

Lunch: I’m manage get home for lunch each day, so I can cook in the house. However, you could easily make my
lunch the night before and take it to work. I’m usually always on the go, so lunch has to be healthy, large, quick and
tasty, in that order LOL.
Maggi Chicken & Mash Direct Veg
This is possibly the easiest, tastiest and full of nutrients lunch
you could make. I cook 2 chicken breasts on the pan using
Maggi sheets, and if you don’t know what they are, you’re in
for a treat. The easiest best way to cook chicken breast. I
usually split 3 or 4 containers of Mash Direct veg between 2
plates. 1 potato mash, 1 carrot and parsnip mash, 1 swede
mash and a beetroot and red cabbage. It’s my favourite. Most
times, I’ll pour on top some M&S onion gravy. 1 plate gets
wrapped in cling film and put in the fridge for the next day. The
other plate goes in the microwave for now. I add the 2 chicken
breasts, and scoff it all up. A nutritious lunch with practically
no cooking, in under 20 mins, most of which time, your free to
do something else.
Dinner: I love my slow cooker dinners. Make it up the night
before, pop it into the slow cooker in the morning, and your dinner is cooked and ready to be ate when you get
home from work. There are so many fantastic and simple meals that you can cook using a slow cooker. I use Lloyd
Grossman jars for a lot of mine. Most just have 4 ingredients; meat, potato or sweet potato, onion and a jar.

Slow Cooker Seafood Curry
I try and get my fish from the fish man up Market Street on a
Friday. It’s the best. For this curry, I’ll usually get monkfish and
something smoked, like cod or haddock. Just bung in all the
ingredients, lazy garlic, lazy ginger, lazy chili, turmeric powder,
bashed lemongrass if you have it, tin full fat coconut milk, fish,
mange tout and broccoli florets. Cook it on slow for 4 hours,
and I serve with a full tub of Mash Direct mash potatoes. I
never use rice, it leaves me seriously stuffed and bloated.

My #1 Nutrition Tip: People don’t gain weight from eating healthy food. They only gain it from eating unhealthy
food. So I keep myself fully satiated with 3 large healthy meals every day, so I never feel the need to snack on
biscuits, sweets, buns or other unhealthy snacks. People often ask me, “are potatoes OK to eat, cause I was told
they make you fat?” My answer is always, “6 potatoes for dinner is far better that 6 biscuits after dinner.”
General Workout Guidance: Just like nutrition, when it comes to training and exercise, I promote a balanced plan.
Some weight lifting workouts, some resistance plyometrics like bootcamp exercises, and some cardio, like spin or
running. I love spin. My own weekly workouts consist of 30 minute Spin class early morning Monday and
Wednesdays, as well as evenings Monday to Thursdays, and a 30 minute PT session on a Tuesday morning with Paul
and Friday morning with Stevy, where I mostly lift weights. I also run the Park Run 5km every Saturday.
My 1 Day Workout
I recommend the following workout for anyone looking to get/stay healthy and fit, be strong and lose weight. These
are my own goals when it comes to training. I have split my ideal workout in 2. The first part is a spin class, and the
second part is a weight lifting workout. Most of the time, I will train full body style. Starting with a leg exercise, then
onto shoulders, back and finish with chest or abs. Training full body, greatly reduces the soreness, while performing
the same workload on each muscle group through-out the week. You can off course do these workouts on any day
of the week, but Monday workouts put you ahead, and sets the tone for the rest of the week.
Monday 6:30am Spin (30 mins): For me, this is the best class of the whole week. People think it’s hard to get up
early on a Monday morning, but that’s just the mind playing tricks. It’s not that hard at all, especially not for a 30
minute spin class. And it’s fantastic. Gets the heart racing, blood pumping, sweat dripping, and your back in the
house at 7:10am, alive and ready to attack the new week.
Monday Evening Workout (30 mins): Keep it simple. Use large compound movements and perform quick bursts of
cardio in between.
Exercise

Sets and Reps

Intra Set Cardio

1

Hex Bar Deadlift

3 x 10-12

20 sec High Knees

2

Barbell Overhead Shoulder Press

3 x 10-12

10 Burpees

3

Isolated Seated Row Machine

3 x 10-12

20 Sec Mountain Climbers

4

Dumbbell Bench Press

3 x 10-12

20 sec Sprint on Spot

5

Ab Rollouts

3 x 10-15

20 x Bicycle Crunches

My #1 Workout Tip: For me, the hardest part regarding training, is turning up. Once I’m started the workout, I’m
flying. But like everyone else, life is so busy, that finding the time to work out regularly, is almost impossible. What
has worked for me, is getting PT’s. I’ve been taking PT’s for about 18 months now, and never miss them. I will stick
to my commitment to others better than I will stick to my commitments to myself. My tip is to find a way to be
committed. Block book a regular class. Find a good reliable training partner. Or block book a personal trainer. Then
your only job is to stick to your commitments and turn up. Let your trainer or class instructor do the rest.

“Last Wee Bit!”
We hope that you enjoyed
reading our Ebook, and that you
may find some of the advice
useful to you, and hopefully
helpful and motivating towards
your own health and fitness
journey.
Almost all personal trainers enter
the fitness industry, through a
passion for training and bettering
themselves. And that passion
leads them to wanting to help
others achieve the same goals. At
Maxx Life, we have a very special
team of trainers. 7 of our 9
Pictured above winning ‘Best Medium Sized Gym NI 2019’ at the Health &
current Personal Trainers, all
Fitness Awards NI. What a night that was, will forever live in our
started first as members of Maxx
memories, having our name called out, and being recognised for all the
Life, before qualifying as trainers
hard work and efforts put in by our amazing team of trainers.
and joining the Maxx Life team.
We also have 2 other long-time
Maxx members who are currently studying to qualify as trainers and join the Maxx Life team. We all work hard
together under the same ethos of helping people discover and maintain a lifestyle of health, fitness and fun. We
operate under the moral principle of ‘People before Profit’, and thrive off the satisfaction of helping people improve
their lifestyle and achieve that which they did not believe.
Maxx trainers enjoy sharing their knowledge of health and fitness, and are here to passionately help anyone seeking
any advice. If you have any queries at all about anything, or ever need any advice or help, please do not hesitate to
contact anyone of us.
You may contact us via our website, GymArmagh.com, Facebook page Maxx Life Gym, or contact any of our trainers
directly, using their contact details below.

Stevy Connolly
Maddie Rooney

07706 594573
07513 917644

https://www.facebook.com/stevy.connolly

Darren Rogan
Shane McKenna

07809 295522
07526 065740

https://www.facebook.com/darren.rogan.7

Frances Molloy

07711 839698

https://www.facebook.com/frances.molloy.1

Ciarrai Pattison
Christina McElmeel

07845 223291
07736 468927

https://www.facebook.com/ciarrai.pattison

Anto Maxx
Liam McGerrigan

07774 088033
07752 253819

https://www.facebook.com/anto.maxx.7

https://www.facebook.com/maddy.rooney.731

https://www.facebook.com/shane.mckenna.547

https://www.facebook.com/Christinamcmakeupartist

https://www.facebook.com/liam.mcgerrigan

